Data from 15 modern studies are used to characterize the deviations from Webcr's law for intensity discrimination of 1000-Hz tone pulses. The results show that Weber's law is satisfied in the region 10-40 dB SL, that resolution descreases with decreasing intensity below 10 dB SL and increases with increasing intensity' above 40 dB SL, and that resolution at 90 dB SL is roughly 2.5 times better than at 40 dB SL. 
INTRODUCTION
It is now generally accepted that Weber's law does not hold for pulsed tones: Resolution, rather than being constant as a function of intensity, tends to improve at higher levels. As part of our work on intensity perception (e.g., Durlach and Braids, 1969 ; lAppmann, Braids, and Durlach, 1975) , we have found it necessary to specify the form of the deviations from Weber's law for pulsed 1000-Hz tones. The purpose of this letter is to present our estimate of this form and describe the method by which it was derived. In general, a knowledge of the dependence of resolution on intensity is important for characterizing auditory sensitivity, for constructing loudness scales based on resolution measures, and for relating auditory performance to auditory physiology.
I. DATA REDUCTION
In considering the various resolution studies that have recently appeared in the literature, two problems are immediately evident. First, the data are not reported in a uniform manner. Therefore, prior to averaging across studies, it is necessary to convert the data to a common resolution metric. Second, because the studies differ with respect to both paradigm and parameter values, considerable variation in resolution exists among the studies. Thus, the averaging process to be used across studies must be chosen judiciously. 
B. Averaging across studies
The stndtes considered, together with some of the more important features of the studies, are given in Table I •Time between intervals of 2I tests, and between trials for 1I tests. 
II. RESULTS AND COMMENTS
The average normalized resolution function, together with + 1it bounds, is shown in Fig. 2 Sin terms of masking functions (i. e., 10 logiX/vs 10 log/), the average resoltuion data for 40-<1 -< 90 dB are well fit by a
